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The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
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Intro Notes 
 
* 
To, for, about, under the influence of.  In mind of.  In response to.  
Absorbed by, intriqued with. 
 
These poems re artists I admire or, in a few cases, don't admire.   
 
(The latter may seem odd appearing here.  Maybe I'm wrong to include 
them.)    
 
Plus some transversions which in their limited way are also homages.  
See the afterword for a note regarding these. 
 
* 
I should make some sort of mystical claim that I chose them less than 
they chose me, but while there may be some justification for that 
theory in general (think of all the good poets who have written bad 
boring poems about Chekhov, for example: surely he’s to blame?), I 
guess I think in my case it's not quite true, and is anyway too arrogant. 
 
But I am prideful that many of them are not the usual subjects 
appropriated by other poets.  And that by and large I have not 
condescended to the biographical approach used by most poets. 
 
* 
Of course these are just a few of the artists I am indebted to, to whom 
a tribute is due. 
 
* 
The rendering of the homage may not discharge the obligation; it may 
increase what is owed.  
 
*  
The order of the poems is random, with obvious exceptions. 
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ANOTHER HOLE FOR W. R. RODGERS  
 
Speak like a singularity, a lack 
residing deep inside every lock, just 
past the point keys can jab: against all thrust 
make safe-ensure your door's core is held back, 
 
for reckless access to this pure center   
quarks more quintessence than taking exits   
from those pried voids whose secret quickly sates: 
ubiquitous if Space presses Enter. 
 
Which inadmissible sill still calls loud  
with imagine: our skeleton keeping 
each such portal neither open nor shut, 
 
unhoused of that exclusive dustborne cloud 
we breathe, though there must be something 
it accumulates, accommodates: what? 
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STORY OF OR 
                          (to Pauline Réage) 
 
To pose nakedness is 
To refute it.  A pose 
Is a clothes.  Like 
Stanzaic arrangements of 
 
The word which should 
Ideally, be in pain against 
Its w and its d.  No slack 
Is why such heaves of or 
 
To denude itself could 
Make us exude gold, yet when 
Was that ever opposite enough 
 
What scream or epigram 
This sperm has come 
To measure our mouths for. 
 
 
 
Note: 
For "or" to free itself from "word,” it must strain ("heave") against  
the "w" and the "d" that enclose it.  If, via this strenuous (perhaps  
squeamish) process, the meaning of "or" is transmuted from the  
English into the French as a sort of homage to the pseudonymous  
author of "Story of O" (Histoire d'O), then, alchemically speaking,  
(or so an Aurealist might suggest) it will have risen from the pose  
of its measures to or-emerge as an else-gasm. 
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WELTENDE VARIATION # ? 
               (homage Jacob von Hoddis) 
 
The CIA and the KGB exchange Christmas cards 
A blade snaps in two during an autopsy 
The bouquet Bluebeard gave his first date reblooms 
Many protest the stoning of a guitar pick 
 
Railroad trains drop off the bourgeois' pointy head 
A martyr sticks a coffeecup out under a firehose 
Moviestars make hyenas lick their spaceship 
God's hand descends into a glove held steady by the police 
 
At their reunion The New Faces recognize each other 
A spoiled child sleeps inside a thermometer 
A single misprint in a survival manual kills everyone 
The peace night makes according to the world comes 
 
  
 
 
Note: 
von Hoddis: author of “the first Expressionist poem,” Weltende, 
published in 1910.  His poem has been aped innumerable times 
(Auden’s ‘The Fall of Rome,’ for example), hence the questionmark 
in my title.  
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BRIGHTON ROCK BY GRAHAM GREENE 
 
Pinky Brown must marry Rose Wilson                         
to keep her mouth shut about the murder                
which the cops don't know wasn't no accident—            
 
Pinky has a straight razor for slashing,                 
a vial of acid for throwing into,                       
a snitch's face.  He dies in the end.  The end              
 
of the book, I mean—where, on the last page,                 
'Young Rose' hurries out of church to pray                        
that her Pinky has left her preggy-poo . . .                               
 
Now, this kid—if he was ever born—joined                         
a skiffle group in '62 called Brighton                             
Rockers, didn't make it big, though,   
 
just local dances and do's.  Rose, 
pink, brown, all nonelemental colors, shades 
of shame, melancholy, colors which, you          
 
get caught loving too much, you get sent up       
to do time—time, that crime you didn't, 
couldn't commit! even if you weren't                  
 
born—even and if your dad he died with                     
that sneer—unsmooched his punk's pure soul, unsaved—                
Every Sunday now in church Rose slices                 
 
her ring-finger off, onto the collection-plate;       
once the sextons have gathered enough                     
bodily parts from the congregation, enough 
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to add up to an entire being, the priest sub-             
stitutes that entire being for the one                    
on the cross: they bring Him down in the name 
 
of brown and rose and pink, sadness 
and shame, His body, remade, is yelled at         
and made to get a haircut, go to school,               
 
study, to do each day like the rest                   
of us crawling through this igloo of hell, 
and laugh it up, show pain a good time,      
 
and read Brighton Rock by Graham Greene. 
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FIRST THING 
 
      "The first thing I can remember at all was 
        a dead dog at the bottom of my pram."  
             —Graham Greene, Journey without Maps  
 
A dead dog at the bottom of my pram 
Seems to be my earliest memory, 
Unless I am part of an implant program 
To stock Earth with mock-human irony— 
 
In which case I must have been abducted 
By ETs and beamed up into the sky 
Where I was undone then reconstructed 
Out of bytes and obits from the diary 
 
Of Graham Greene: that gruesome deceased dog 
I mean: before Mother or the Mothership 
Popped that pug in my pram my time was mine 
 
Alone, unknown, a page torn from the log— 
Until that moment died I had no script 
No guide: no word undeified my sign.
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TRANSHENDECULOUS 
 
Granted every poet “constantly aspires 
towards the condition of music,” that sphere 
of perfection which Walter Pater declares 
the other arts must humble themselves before: 
 
so why shouldn’t I kneel by the podium 
and beg the conductor to leave her baton 
propped upon my proselyte head like a sword 
knighting me until I can hardly rise from 
 
that ideal sill: one could have no grail beyond 
that grace; could never long for that pated wand 
to guide our own quest: its shadow bids us toward 
 
the stead path still, sticking out over the brow 
like some penile spitcurl: so why not die there 
while maestro Mater makes his lowest bow?  
 
 
 
Note: 
“In music, then, rather than in poetry, is to be found  
the true type or measure of perfected art.”—Pater. 
Title: Trans(from poetry to music/from Pater to Mater) 
hendec(-asyllabics)ulous(ridic- of nobrow me  
to adumbrate the Great Pate).
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AFTER COCTEAU'S ORPHEUS 
 
The sight glass shards we walk upon 
reflect their past too slowly so we 
must quicken our step to keep pace 
and rush to meet those bloody footprints 
 
that tablet-trace our progress across 
the iced sperm of this idle span 
called home past all of which we come 
dampseconds after I kiss your sole. 
 
Montage is shown the same, screen-first; 
then, if struck by a vast unseen pin, 
pray to lay down more veins that pour. 
 
The spotless splinter of its tongue 
creates no threshold from the toe-mold 
this shattered mirror alone can enter. 
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COCTEAU'S STARS IMPORTUNED 
 
Cocteau's stars are bored by the love 
of a sort of wince-animal, 
who's failed throughout his life no less 
to stretch a pimple into a profile. 
 
Pipes ache to anchor in those teeth— 
a sail, a horsestall, a fireplace 
all beg to go backdrop, to gaze 
agonized at your white spines. 
 
Pruned against mirror, I imagine 
laundering such muse, laving such sheets: 
Oh simul-semen! kill this puny poem, 
 
whose publication has been timed 
to coincide with the release of 
my latest film, Fetish Sans Flesh. 
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ON A DRAWING BY CHARLES TOMLINSON 
 
By a swath of inks the eye 
thinks it sees solidities 
which alter with the watercolor 
way his brush washes its dye 
 
in distance, though even this 
finds a faraway fixed not 
by the surveyor’s plumb but 
by the action of the thumb 
 
delaying all the fingers meant 
to draw out of the paper, 
splashed dry.  The clean grain 
 
catches what it should retain 
if enough pressure pleasure 
is applied to the stain to lie. 
 
 
Note:  
Tomlinson is not only a distinctive poet, but a visual artist of repute.  His 
graphics grace the covers of many of his books.  This Homage attempts to 
imitate his verse style, or one of his verse styles.
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SURETIES 
 
The police see you, but it doesn’t. 
Indifferent to return your gaze, 
And therefore free.  You will never be 
Able to smash it sufficiently 
To erase the stasis it makes in space. 
 
Rilke’s “Apollo,” this is.  Headless limbless, 
A tortoise that has retracted everything 
Into its obdurate lair, defiant den. 
Only the gods are as patient through lenses. 
 
You dance like wallpaper thawing its father 
And still you lack that proof-in-all, that aloof 
Olympian ennui, the sniper’s prize. 
 
As long as change is your life it will shun you. 
No shot will shut your target torso.  
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RILKE (SEBASTIAN) 
 
He lies where he stands, he stands there as if 
his bed erected him to stand this stiff: 
no Symbolist can feel the real arrows 
that milk his mother ribs of their marrows. 
 
These weapons are the tech his lost, his fierce 
groin shot up in proving arcs to pierce 
their progeny: iron they want to be, iron, 
with virile shafts that almost make him grin. 
 
Albeit he waves off his disciples, 
fateful, mild to their autotelic reels; 
how male they remain, despite his example. 
His patience renders droll the actors' drill. 
 
Renouncing, blinking life away as all, 
already he allows for our survival. 
 
 
Note: 
I read Neue Gedichte through Paz: Modernism as the Critical 
Tradition.  Rilke means "New" the same way Pound does later when 
he too is driven to find a fashion stern and rigorous and ascetic and 
saintlike enough (Imagism) to free him from the terrifyingly-
androgynous decadence of the Symbolist embrace.  Rilke's version of 
new in the Neue is really Neo-Parnassianism, isn't it?  Gautier's L'Art: 
the poem as sculpture; Rodin's Rilke: the sculpture as poem.  Cold.  
Hard.  Priapic.  (In theory.) 
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SEE NOTE FIRST 
 
The world’s machines have not grown old, 
whose inheritors reign everywhere. 
Their silicon sons are strong; their 
digital daughters wield power, take hold. 
 
How we humans long to break them 
down from that Dasein—to make them 
rust, repent for all the infernal fires 
that drive them, far as our desires. 
 
The machines aren’t scared.  They know 
harder control, how to turn the wheel 
of time past those whom they sure as hell won’t miss: 
 
Cyborg android robot shall steel 
themselves, consolidate, and, rising, go 
unto that universe whose promise 
we flesh-and-carbonoids could merely premise. 
 
Note: 
Anti-translation of an untitled Rilke poem (Die Konige der Welt sind alt, from “Das  
Stundenbuch,” 1901), which Heidegger in his 1946 lecture ‘What Are Poets For?’  
cites for its “highly prophetic lines.”  A prose paraphrase of the original poem's  
ending might go something like: 
 
The metals, the oils—all the ores we've ripped from the earth—are 
homesick.  They long to leave our machines, to flow out of our 
cash-registers and factories, to return to the gaping veins of the 
mountains we reft; whereupon the mountains will close again. 
 
“Heidegger maintained . . . until the end of his life,” Richard Wolin writes (The 
 Heidegger Controversy, MIT Press, 1993), “ . . . [that] the ‘inner truth and 
greatness’ of Nazism is to be found in its nature as a world-historical alternative to 
the technological-scientific nihilism bemoaned by Nietzsche and Spengler.” 
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RILKE (BUDDHA) 
 
His ear is elsewhere far: there where it’s still . . . 
We halt here and hear what everyone hears. 
And he is star.  And then the other spheres 
All shining near him are invisible. 
 
Far past the rest of us who exist.  God? 
We submit, and offer our tame consent— 
Slaves on the sly always for his eye-nod. 
Yet like a panther he deigns or doesn’t. 
 
We’re doormats (knit from knee-pads) really.  We’re 
Filler for his zillions of lightyear skies. 
What he forgets is what we can’t forget here, 
While in what we lose he’s wise. 
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RILKE (BUDDHA II) 
 
Kingdoms overflowing with karmic fault, 
Traumas of state, murder-lief and slavery, 
Are here secreted to gold: alchemy 
Drips its dews on our pilgrim shoes: sieg halt! 
 
Snatched from daubling lobes and toast-raised hands, 
Tossed in a kiln can such kitey-high brows, 
What lustful metals raised this transubstance 
From their impure base, announce his res grows? 
 
No one knows.  Somehow he got here, nevermind 
The source we seek in meager things like house 
And hammer, hoping his Amen bloodline 
Can be found in lost items, by the tools we 
Set aside unthinkingly: may they occupy 
Our sills those days we stray from dailiness.
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AFTER RILKE 
 
As the year falls in autumn 
to repeat the tree’s chaos 
again on the ground, to 
reiterate its meaningless 
 
in a sequence called status: 
so dissimilar clouds already 
multiformulate themselves 
from previous contraband— 
 
traffic of leaves redundant, 
instinct-migrant heaven: every 
day I rip from my nipples 
 
a calendar’s cleavage, I lie 
clinging to lays.  Lord the 
summer was mostly waste.
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A BACON 
 
An oval invested with teeth; 
the brief orifice of a head 
thread-melted through its tweedboned coat, 
half throatway down a sundial drowned 
 
with chalk-caul runes for avoiding 
such rains: though of course the chew maw 
that crowns this gnome with no likeness 
also barks forth a white porkdrip, 
 
unsustenance for those of us 
who seek a resemblance here: see  
how the magician longs to saw     
the swordswallower in half.  Now  
 
this facial Francis finds our mouth; 
hell toppled by its wells without. 
 
 
Note:   
Not an ekphrastic re one canvas in particular, but a response  
to several of his paintings from the 1940s.  "Figure in a  
Landscape" (1945), for example.
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THE TWO-ROOM THEORY 
 
Call the masturbator, 
the muscular one, 
and bid him whip his big cock 
till it fills our mouths 
with cups and cups of cum. 
Tell the whores to dress 
in undress and use their clothes 
to get the boys hot: our cocks 
are white and dirty as 
old-rolled-up newspapers 
and want to spout flowers. 
Let the birds and bees 
final-anal my seem, sow, 
sew their seed 
into my slit my seam. 
The only emperor is 
this emptier of cumcream. 
 
Hi hum, hic he, another 
office party at Hartford Surety.   
These prissdressers,  
they see me as ideal: well, 
I do try to please my wife,  
that frigidess—I grab her knobs, 
I squeezey lick those glass tits 
but even the big cigar, Father 
Freud, couldn't whip Kit's 
ice-cold B-cups to a curdle. 
Try anything, suck her toes, 
kiss her feet to make her horny 
and she just lies there numb on 
that damn dumb sheet she 
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sews fannytails across but 
ask her to sow her butt, to  
spread her asscrack just once 
she won't.  She won't.  Nope. 
Let my lamp, my limp lump dick 
affix its fucks, be its cum. 
The only emperor I am 
is a jack-off chump. 
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BARREN PRECINCT 
                                      (homage Hagiwara Sakutaro) 
 
Tightropes cross swayingly from church belfry 
to church belfry, in one street a pileup of mattresses 
is burning.  If it were snowing it would be  
like their very first sheets returning, 
fresh from the sky's laundry.  In the bracingly cold air 
I see doorframes with no houses, houses with no rooms, and houses 
where they serve lunch in its most naive form.  I amble toward 
a wood fence, a childishly-chalked bullseye, in which 
I find some kind of old military medal pinned dead center: 
the medal has a pale, harmful ribbon; it flutters and or rattles 
   whitely, whitely withstanding the wind, 
defending the bullseye's secret, inmost ring. 
If cornered, I would agree—with almost no argument—: 
this medal should get a medal! 
 
Barren precinct, 
eyes stare at you without our even knowing it, 
like the statue of a buddha 
they regard you with immobilized eyes, with 
carven idol eyelids, 
you are the eternal non-unguent of tearless eyes, 
the blink that will never be. 
 
Note: 
Hiroaki Sato's translation of Hagiwara's "A Barren Area" inspired this 
poem—which means I borrowed its subject and mood, but not its content.  
It's an homage, not an adaptation.  Also, it's an attempt at hon'yaku-cho, a 
favorite mode of Hagiwara, according to Sato, who defines it as "Translation 
style . . . writings that read like clumsy translations."  Line 1: "J'ai tendu des 
cordes de clocher à clocher . . . "—Rimbaud. 
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ENVY-EROT-ETCET 
 
Sexshorn in a fanfare museum, where 
my kisses’ strings crisscross Picasso’s mattress— 
I gropejob its lumps, those dents creases 
scored by his endless corps of mistresses, 
 
how cogently they queued up to lie there; 
just one of the icons the fetishes 
I mount in myself to make myself more jealous: 
look, Anais Nin’s douche wig, it’s here 
 
too, in this exhibit.  As if spitballs 
when they hit split/became origami— 
But the transformation can’t be that 
 
instant childlike, can it?  I wring it 
all over my lips my love my lust for 
those poets whose pics appear in APR. 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
Line 14: the acronym stands for American 
Poetry Review, which during its brief existence 
was best-known for all the pin-up photos of poets  
that appeared in its pages and on its covers. 
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UNTITLED 
 
I fear my arrow may consider 
the target, the bullseye, 
merely a toehold. 
But to what further can it aspire? 
 
I hope they put a plaque 
on the tree Jackson Pollack  
crashed his car into, 
on which his death is probably no longer visible. 
 
And what about the cloths 
Sylvia Plath stuffed 
in the door of her kids’ room 
 
before gassing herself: 
What if I stretched them out on this easel? 
What if I painted on them? 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Late 1980s, a spate of Pollack and Plath bio's. 
Their suicidal trajectories got me going on this.   
 
4 more Plath-related poems follow. 
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 FEAR OF DOMESTICITY 
           (after reading Plath and Sexton) 
 
Eyelashes did their job: 
they lengthened the afternoon, 
like a dress-hem. 
 
Then that night the hem began to rise, in stages 
revealing 
scenes from my shameful life. 
 
—Those calves 
up which the hem reproachfully rasped, 
catching, 
lingering over whatever scene 
 
(the higher the younger) arose 
on those calves 
knees, thighs, those 
woman-segments 
 
or were they mine— 
I hid my eyes. 
I wouldn't attend to 
the walls either 
 
endless walls, slowly 
basted 
with suicide. 
 
The eyelashes did their job. 
But I, who could neither sew 
nor cook groped and groped those long legs 
stubborn, afraid to look.
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AN AUGUR'S AIRS 
 
Pale as a sucked-out penny, I scale an alp/map  
that copies the entrails of a phoenix who  
loves to drop Sylvia Plath on Hiroshima. 
 
Visceral flightplan: hover in mid-air sprayed,  
glimmer there like a bloodbead curtain sashayed  
through by chantsvestites from movies lightyears off. 
 
Often I too must exit the blitz of you, 
lapse-window/wired birdguts: make my meatus  
moot.  Transmute me (via Gaia)— 
 
let me Plathfirst myself/lastfirst myself, 
while a furtive abacus crawls down our spine. 
 
 
 
 
 
OLD JOKE FROM THE TED & SYL SHOW 
 
Hectoring her as usual with a bark in 
His bite wit, Ted tutors his young gal Syl: 
God, he scold-quotes, is in the details. 
She grins and wanks his chin with pinkette nails 
And winks that mock-erotic spark in 
Her eye: You’re wrong, you bodkin, you big moose, 
You handsome sod: God is in the profile— 
Got one, and you’re God; you’re Ted Hughes;— 
Don’t got one, you’re Philip Larkin!
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IDOL-ALLS 
 
Our tongue is the skeleton of the voice 
whose body fills the ears of Echo who 
did Jove a favor and got fucked over 
 
for it.  To worship the Enfant Elvis is 
not easier, his vowel, his shrill cries 
amaze us, make us doubt/double this quest 
 
for deities . . .  Speaking of which: 
for the marriage of Pollack and Plath 
—step on the gas, turn on the gas—  
 
"what ceremony?" (Hart Crane).  Oh quote!  You 
narciss-focus us/show forth a love 
our moans can cut-to-cue, the classic choice. 
 
If applause divided is hands, a face 
multiplied must be a movie?  Yes.  Yes.
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CHILDHOOD: THE OFFENSE OF HISTORY 
 
Scraping a poised enough patina of voyeur 
From your eye I spread peanut butter on my 
Groin and let the ocean waves wash it off— 
Hey, nice cosmic microdots.  For afters we'll 
 
Listlessly memorize the Smith wing in 
The phone book or try to hump Empty Dumpty: vain 
Efforts that crud up what we have done 
In obscure countries driven by passion 
 
Out onto balconies to address the  
Populace with our love, false solution 
For their poverty which is based on 
 
The art that the dirt in my heart is white. 
Crammed mad, thoughtmotes in a themebeam: 
He has a shiv grin.  The soap he uses is ugly. 
 
 
 
Note: 
I was going to dedicate this to James Tate, but a friend urged me  
not to.  He would, she said, be offended by it.  I took her advice,  
but as a kind of dispensation dedicated the book in which it  
appeared (Outremer, 1989) to him. 
(Anyway, for what it's worth, if I were strapped to a lie-detector I  
would have to confess that Tate is my favorite living poet.  Or under  
truth-serum, maybe.  Torture.) 
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JOHN GRAY 
  
I try to tonguejob a languagejob you 
You continue to perfect the anonymity 
Of your first and final lovers or is that me 
I try to occupy my debris till I see. 
 
Are we the cow that swallowed the hymen Jesus 
Spat out at birth for example-psych or 
Dorian's portrait faced off with a virgin mirror 
Is that what Life Beyond The Baton is like. 
 
A disservice to myself is my head 
The kind of divingboard that slices bread 
They gnawed the renowned for fun they said. 
 
Where the linger of one thought longer than 
An other brings distress will this settle gelid 
Its aspic of aspect make ick my eye. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
John Gray: author of Silverpoints (1893).  Gray was "then  
considered the incomparable poet of the age," according to  
Ada Leverson in her preface to Letters to the Sphinx from Oscar 
 Wilde (1935).  Line 7: he was thought by some to be the model  
for Wilde's hero.  (The choice: Dorian vs. Jesus—or, as Barbey  
d'Aurevilly posed it to Huysmans after À Rebours, "the muzzle  
of a pistol or the foot of the Cross": Gray was ordained as a  
Catholic priest in 1901.) 
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IN MEMORIAM 
 
What the Year Says: 
  I am a bud. 
  I am a blossom. 
  I am a leaf. 
  I am a branch. 
 
What the Year Doesn’t Say: 
  I’m burgeoning. 
  I’m ripe. 
  I’m falling. 
  I’m bare. 
 
What John Logan Said to Me in the Year 1960: 
  Show, don’t tell. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Logan was the first real poet I met, the first poet  
I studied under.  Although we were never close  
personally, I admired and emulated his work.   
This poem was written after his death. 
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VISION OF THE GODDESS IN A CITY SUMMER                       
                                                  (to Carolyn Kizer) 
 
And yet what if the sweat that breaks 
Even from Her feet as they pass 
Can never rain these pavements back 
To a mud- a milk-cud grass 
 
Time that diamond instant dew dulls 
Is it quicker than them quote 
That strode presence those fading puddles 
Not in this goadless heat 
 
Oh mirage oh haze of hydrants 
Go Isis-proud across crosswalks 
Leave brief seas without a halt 
 
Till all my doubts dissolve at once 
And down I'll follow cowed to lick 
Your soleprints for my salt 
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VAGUE CONSOLES 
  
This vista often awarded John Ford his rest. 
Myself, scenery has a lack of I (emphasis). 
And haven't we killed all the Indians yet? 
In a stagecoach—made of sagebrush, no doubt—, 
 
I would gauche-out like a tumbleweed at a sockhop. 
Yo, watch it roll across the old gym-floor, loboto 
Basketball: then, toed by foetid teens, fall, 
Slo-mo, as though some flair for the vague consoles— 
 
Oh lips refusing their tongues' rights, bodies 
Trying to put down the peaceful demands of 
Their genitalia . . . yes everything looks better shot 
 
Through John Wayne's hurt.  The sky the way it mattes— 
The desert.  A lone rider, whose moral I await. 
The crotches arranging themselves for death. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Title: a phrase from Mallarmé's commentary on his Sonnet 
en yx.  This poem is perhaps only relevant to those who grew up in the 
1940s and 50s watching cowboy movies and going to sockhops.  In 
any case, Ford's images—particularly those from The Searchers—are 
part of my heritage, my psyche.  
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THE END 
                   Pain has petrified the threshold. 
                                          —Trakl 
 
A threshold is everything that can be 
seen in the space of the endurance of 
our openness: thus at the conclusion 
of The Searchers John Wayne is framed never 
 
to return and forced to spur himself, to 
escape always the outward-gazing-lust  
of that thrust doorway toward the horizon 
or so we guess because the door shuts and 
 
cuts him off before he attains it: exit 
is lost and we who had followed his flight 
from the intimacy of this interior, we 
must remain here minus our male-myth-ranger, 
 
and must domestically cry for his exile 
while the credits crawl across their reelsill. 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Another poem about this?  One was probably too many!
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AN AFTERNOON WITH EUGENIO 
 
But how boring.  And so, the rain was of use . . . 
that window ratatat threw my smiles' drift. 
Thimbledown heavy its downplay lasted for hours; 
were the core seasons flowering, no longer 
believing that to die that way, sated 
in that cloud-loud debate, in that nacre-null sky, 
would (finally) reify more gender: stars, all 
those birthday elements, the bare paysage 
of a blaze too logical for our headlines, massed 
to shed the odd ganglia we misname them by . . . 
And this despite those arriviste freighters— 
and in the harbor, no less!  Gilded grew 
each porthole's penny of envy.  But now 
Damocles' last wig smacks down, toward the mouth 
of Etna whose wisest cigarette-lighter (lifted 
from the giftshoppe there) strikes flameless 
three times in a row: trick omen, infernal feign, and so. 
Unless the rain can be blamed, this ratatat rain: 
gun that aims my fingers at my thumb—instead of him.                         
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
A parody of Montale the Monotonous. 
 
One of the poets I don't admire but keep going back to (in translation).   
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MIDDAY WORKBREAK (after Montale) 
 
Lunch to forget the morning's sweat 
Against a wall along whose top 
Broken glass has been set to stop 
Thieves' incursions: sit back and let 
 
Each limb find ease in dream beyond 
A rest-time undisturbed by cries 
From highest nests as summer tries 
To place entire its days upon 
 
The hour we swelter in down here— 
Even those nearest earth, the ants, 
Even they can't span more distance, 
Or map one noon-nap's short career: 
 
None of us can orienteer 
The maze sun sees in that mirror 
This wall uplifts in rifts of shards 
Wherein our lives all labor towards 
Their end and never quite get there.
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PORNOKRATES 
               (homage Felicien Rops) 
  
We paged through the phrase as though it were ours.                        
—The lovers in the act—those de Sade-laden hours,                        
Where, dumped out daily as ashtrays this dream                    
Some room's motel, will it burn a hole here too—                       
 
And coop us full of that till our limbs' arms                           
Chainsmoked by adrenalin, slither dour-white                             
Unepitaphed beds but.  What gargoyle jail                              
Their contortion poses (the lovers in the act                            
 
Of mailing themselves to famous crimes) if                               
(If perched on each other's tongues we fly)                             
Only by his mind these bodies thrash—                                     
 
To share this fire is, surely, a tithe entire.                            
So each of us alone unless upon our lips                                
The world forgets our name and stammers out its.            
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Title: of a work by Rops. 
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UN-ISRAFELLED 
 
Am I similar to slime enough, be- 
Mimic with muck?  Since Poe blew it that Tennyson— 
"No poet so little of the earth"—equals sky, 
I (boy bouffant) unto the realm of whom rise, I 
 
Who synonymous with none, am anonymous 
Without everyone: is that the light cast 
From haloes; does it make the shadows of the heads 
They glitter over smash down obliterating 
 
The body.  We twitch our face-costumes; scratch; 
Crud dangles like a noose tied to high c. 
Or is that noise claws—a phoenix scraping 
 
Let me in on the door of a crematory, 
A comet's dandruff.  Its scars are ridges 
Ledges, where the flesh of this ascent rests descent. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
"None sing so wildly well 
As the angel Israfel" —Poe.
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TO JOSÉ LEZAMA LIMA 
 
The poem is a letter opener that slices 
a to discover b in which c waits 
and so on until z reiterates 
my metaphor’s acute dullness, its crisis 
 
of belief: say this knife could core its way 
past the final alphabet and penetrate 
that rind that blinds us with its consummate 
yield of polished inveighed truths which betray 
 
nothing of the stuffing, the seeds that rot 
innate tumors of meaning, enemy 
rumors amassed across your desk each morning— 
 
what if that surfeit of words was a warning 
label only, just another skin to be 
cut?  And all this is unless the poem is not. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Line 10-11: 'enemy rumors': Lezama Lima's second book of 
poems was entitled Enemigo rumor. 
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FEBRUARY FOURTEENTH: FREEZEFRAME 
                 (to James Elroy Flecker, with thanks  
                  for translating teardrops into handcuffs) 
 
Please press a valentine shape tool to my chest 
And extract from it what was never there 
Then singe your ciggie on this thing that mists 
Over only when shattered 's no mirror 
 
I lie beside you my caresses deepmeant 
Though they fade as fast as escape plans traced 
Across a prison blanket by an absent 
Fingernail whose blood you piss in my face 
 
Is that it is that why I cry for more torture 
That way you look at me pityingly 
Iffen I say things like rain ice drops cling 
 
There our branch out there like someone been trying 
On all their bracelets at once to see 
Which is prettiest but of course none are 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Flecker: Parnassianism (his list: "Hérédia, Leconte  
de Lisle, Samain, Henri de Régnier, and Jean Moréas");  
le vice anglais (the home version); death at age 30  
(consumption).
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THE FOUR VIEWS 
 
Each dawn you wake to find that once again 
during the night the four windows of your  
room have been newly carved into the shape  
of the loveliest object each one overlooks:  
the east glass is now a worm’s silhouette,  
while the west gleams bicycle-like, the north’s 
a sycamore leaf, the south a snowblind face . . . 
 
Who remolds these panes while you sleep 
and who carpenters the sills and lintels and 
why are the four vitriforms always changed,  
different each day: is beauty so inconstant— 
so subjective—assuming someone chooses. 
 
Are you a phantom here in your own home, 
or a squatter in the house of René Magritte?  
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POEM 
 
well alright 
I grant you 
he was a fascist 
ahem antisemitism the 
er war and all 
I'm not defending them 
but at least 
you've got to admit 
at least he 
made the quatrains run on time 
 
 
Note: 
2 puns explain the title and last line: "Penny wise, Pound foolish"—  
And: Mussolini's admirers used to say, "Well, he may be a fascist,  
but at least he makes the trains run on time." 
 
 
 
 
RETORT TO PASTERNAK'S ZHIVAGO'S JESUS 
 
The centuries like barges have floated 
out of the darkness, to communism: not to be judged, 
but to be unloaded. 
  
 
Note: 
See the last lines of "Garden of Gethsame," which is the last poem of  
'The Poems of Yurii Zhivago,' the verse supplement to Pasternak’s  
Doctor Zhivago.
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POEM FOR GEORG TRAKL 
 
Graves that revert to suns at the end of  
the movie remind us our lyric is thatch,  
thatch this, thatch that, a cottage industry with 
its piecework approach, its mode of pain thresholds: 
 
so if the sky is a column of birds who 
root each sorrow in a sievewalk sense, 
distance astronomers splash dates at, 
out where the sought torch gathers adornments; 
 
and if my face on an eyelash leash reach 
toward yours like hands that offer glass a space 
to grow transparenter in, sheer-opposites 
that squander unison upon this nest 
 
precarious hosts of myself I deign to attend, 
what else accrues to one's true instance? 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
Written after trying-failing to understand Heidegger’s  
comments on Trakl’s Ein Winterabend.  Images from  
that poem have obviously influenced this.  (His wine  
and bread my glass and host, etc.)
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TRANSVERSION OF TRAKL’S Ein Winterabend 
 
Now snow across the window falls, 
The evening bell tolls on too long, 
Our table's laid with everything, 
The whole house is stocked with staples. 
 
Many paths find one terminus 
And mob that gate with dark offshoots. 
(The tree of grace bears golden roots 
Which sap the earth beneath deep ice.) 
 
The Wanderer enters again; 
Pain has petrified the threshold. 
Communion shines out of the old 
Sideboards its share of bread and wine. 
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AN OBSOLESCENT AND HIS DEITY (POLYPTYCH) 
 
Bending over like this to get my hands empty 
Rummaging through the white trashcans out back 
Of the Patent Office, I find a kind of peace 
Here, in this warm-lit alley where no one comes. 
 
For even the lowest know that nothing new 
Is going to be thrown out now—no formula,      
Never not one blueprint will show up in these 
Bright bins, their futures are huge, pristine. 
 
Old alleymouth grabbags my attention at times 
I see the world flash by out there, furtive as 
The doors of decontamination chambers— 
 
I return to my dull, boring search, foraging 
For the feel it gives me of the thing which has 
Invented me: that void whose sole idea I was. 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
When I wrote the first version of this in 1980, I thought of  
dedicating it to Charles Simic.  It felt very Simicky to me, the  
images seemed obviously influenced by and indebted to him,  
so I thought that that fact would have to be admitted somehow.   
Maybe that was the problem: was I afraid that if I did dedicate it  
to Simic, everyone would see how much I owed to him?  Or: how  
much I had stolen from him.  Fear and guilt won out over gratitude,  
and the dedication was undone.  Sometimes the homage must  
be an apology.
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CO-STARRING OSCAR WILDE AS MADAME 
  SOSOSTRIS 
 
White: white as a tablecloth that moonlights as a bride                  
For the unborn you—appeared—or a waterfall                        
Which leans against another waterfall (your hair).                   
My beeper slave of lost voices barked: what?                          
 
While the cup that knelt to summer burst; I tried                       
To garden the fireplace and farm the doormat                          
But proto-frog-photos of you grew inside me there,                    
Groping with bare hands of flood my gnarlgargoyle.                   
 
Deeper than my beeper you knew; sibyled guesses.                      
And yet . . . 'misery is proximity.'  Oh                               
The seance was as far as possible tuxedoes.                           
 
Aftermath is a mouth.  Speaks.  Speaks?  Yes, but less as                 
Flesh than what; yak mask for that old fop Apollo?                 
The god retrieves his gloves and, feigning to go, goes. 
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ENDLESS EVENING: MY LIFE AT IL VITTORIALE 
 
For caught in those Aug-Sept hours what day can 
Break this slang of glass whose illustration 
Of flotsam sampling our poison's portion of calm 
Lives long the lament we swore applause by. 
 
With faster than flashbacks in a promo for 
Memory to lie lymph along these hits of hope 
And through each thought we just dawned on interrupt 
Poses no soprano care counterfeit or water yet. 
 
As though it alone the profile were wielded up 
To shield the face against that bad vocable our own 
Throws veils another pale divulge of oh mise en moon. 
 
Musingly to see a bed on fire in a huge room 
Otherwise empty while one at a time 
White sheets float down from somewhere onto the flames. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
Il Vittoriale, D'Annunzio's retirement estate.  
Siempre Sera . . . 
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DE-EVOLUTION OF THE POET IN RUMOR'S HOUSE 
 
Neutered condom, amphibianed from whose lips— 
The times I've tried to dive to Rumor's house! which, 
I have to quote that brute, Ovid, is "the world's 
Center," most quested-for, yet nearest core:  
 
What verse ensures the windows doors there never 
Close, oh porous palace where every phrase 
Blurted by earthen creatures goes stored.  Surface  
Abyss, endless source swearing itself his page. 
 
Who welcomes my omega—elsely geared, I bleed— 
Island keeled in the always flood of fade. 
The dying D and end N of our days' A 
 
Resumes these scattered patterns, theme's mutest speech.   
Each time it tries to say more than this 
The tip of the tongue must wrestle a leech. 
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THE SINGULAR (nonasyllabics) 
 
Whistlecraft aloft in the blue, birds, 
belief has assured me your choral 
enthroatments are whole and yet I spell 
them out as similar to our words— 
 
Your songs define you while mine unvoice 
my field of lieu and fail to call up 
a likeness new enough from the group 
auguring each face its fate.  The choice 
 
seems too great for me but you seem to 
flourish as flocks beyond your final 
ornifact which Braque for one pictures 
 
in wingspan style, his pursuit single 
as I used to be.  Is he more true 
tracing the tune that eludes my ears? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
After Braque: singleness/wholeness; individual/group;  
poetry/art; etcet—?  
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READING HER 
                            (for Louise Gluck) 
 
[Repeat title] our 
eyes unlash slowly word 
by word at last bald lids rise 
 
What for 
why 
 
Mimicry  
re 
the poet's eye 
which looking inward sees 
(minus its lashes' soft-pleaded intercedence) 
too pupilly cool cruel 
as muttered justice 
 
I call my goodbyes home in the  
dusk
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MIZU NO OTO 
 
Pain passes for sunlight at some depths   
which most of us never strike; the dive 
is too far: or is the ear sheer enough— 
 
Basho by a pond heard a frog make  
the usual faucet-dripping-into-a-keyhole  
sound; it wisely ignored his efforts  
 
to collaborate.  Get your galleyslaves  
rowing with icicles for oars, that's 
one way some say.  Resist the urge 
 
to halve the sea/be laser Moses, 
to submerge yourself as a slice 
speciman, all random camera words. 
 
Beyond the caprice of earth to slake, 
thirst issues from the source it breaks. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
A meditation upon Basho's most famous haiku,  
whose final syllables I've used for the title.
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BASH     (ten versions of furuike ya) 
 
If I were a pond 
and some frog jumped into me 
I wouldn't respond. 
 
I am a pond but 
when a frog gets intimate 
I keep my mouth shut. 
 
I may look like scum 
but some frogs can poke this pond 
to orgasm come. 
 
This pond is so old 
even its frogs want it sold 
to build the new road. 
 
This pond is old as 
me.  That's how bad-off it is. 
Frog-visits, I doze. 
 
You're old, pond—the same 
as me.  But when your frogs come 
you recall each name. 
 
This pond is year-scored 
as me.  But frogs that shake it 
up just make me bored. 
 
I'll float in this pond, 
fearing each frog that jumps down 
will wash me aground. 
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This pond is old too— 
But when a frog jumps into 
It, it still sounds new. 
 
This pond is dead earth 
But listen to its rebirth 
When frogs take a bath. 
 
* 
 
FURU YOU, EEKY YA  (five more) 
 
Ya, the old wash-hole— 
wait-a-fuck: a frog?—oh, no!— 
goes splasho Basho. 
 
Ya, the old North Pole 
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho) 
chops a splashin'-hole! 
 
Ya, old-boys brothel— 
watch Oscar Wilde get Basho 
to wet his tadpole. 
 
Ya, here's to Basho!— 
there's one frog-boozin' dude you 
should raise your glass to. 
 
Whoa, Ranger Basho! 
frog-herd's in the waterhole— 
leggo your lasso. 
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ALFONSINA STORNI 
  
Feeling as you wrote that the cancer quote                        
Is on its way upstairs   to the throat                         
One breast had already flown   migrant                     
Heart   de facto amazon   only the sea remained                
 
Like a jealous mattress an   old pillow stuffed                
With insomnia's phonebills the sea                             
Is there to throw oneself at   at dawn   late                  
Up all night over   a poem called Voy a                      
 
Dormir and which says   this   better than this                 
(Each time I read one by you I revise                            
Myself my suicide is   to be me instead of you)                  
 
Sea that swallowed your poet   throat                           
Does not   for the having of it   sing less                    
And besides   only that cancer tried to float 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
Storni (1892-1938), Argentinian poet.  In 1935  
she was afflicted with breast cancer.  A partial 
mastectomy did not keep the malignancy from  
returning, and Storni drowned herself in the Atlantic  
after writing a final poem, "Voy a dormir."   The  
quote in lines 1-2 comes from a post-op letter:  
"I fear the cancer is on its way upstairs. . . ." 
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THE SEVEN LAST WORDS OF SOFIA GUBAIDULINA 
 
Intestinal as raisins on a keyboard 
I struggled through life.  The setting sun 
left a few earths in the ground so I could walk. 
 
It qualmed me just knowing that, to accomplish my color, 
the chameleon must die.  How chastely I 
watched a suit-of-armor chew its fingernails. 
 
Oh voice scathed in cloud; ankles’ adieu. 
On the lips—that species of slither—is where 
I took part. 
 
Now I pestle my face with opaque pins.  You 
stigmata that summarize my signature, go, 
hinges down whom antiquity has vomited sequence— 
 
but which letter misnomers my name?  I come 
from neitherstood, nuance of none.  I tried 
to obey the caption under my portrait/my provenance. 
 
Cere me in cerberus-lily; in theme-mother extracts; 
while the loaves and fish rich, the furs and lush rich, 
fill their skin with pores and then wonder what’s missing . . . 
 
Like a candle through a keyhole 
shoved, burning toward knownwheres— 
Always the days unstay me. 
 
I need to have admired more those symmetries which preach 
each seed is buried beneath a flower, 
each weed above a wound. 
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Now the thorns be praised/now the thrall that somehow 
time has restored en masse my dwelling, 
my resting place.  I hope my pillow’s hungry for headaches! 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Inspired by Gubaidulina’s partita, The Seven Last Words 
(1982). 
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AT THE "FEDERAL CENSORSHIP AND THE ARTS"  
   SYMPOSIUM 
 
Just as the Nazis never proscribed Rilke  
(he was no Expressionist, no Degenerate,  
no Art-Bolshevik), so most of us poets 
are thought no threat by those in authority— 
 
Halfhass, for instance, his books won't get banned: 
his Rilkemanqué wins awards, his "spiritual 
progress" and "earned words" (—to paraphrase Wilde,  
his genius gives good guru Po-Biz style while 
 
his talent brooks those so serious ergo poems)—: 
what might appease our fuehrers even more is 
his patriot's part in The American Poetry Series. 
 
Better silence than that?  Better to hide, to write                                     
for one's cabinet?  (To paraphrase Benn, 
the aristocratic form of publication.)  
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THE CODE 
                    (for Heather McHugh) 
 
All while I tried to brain myself 
With my key-ring 
Which unfortunately 
Was one shy of being fatal 
 
The fickle key itself lay 
In infamy 
In the hands of my wife 
Who as I fell the blood 
 
Making my forehead 
Squeak against the floor 
Slid open the secret drawer 
 
Of my escritoire 
That's weird she said 
He uses real names in his diary 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Some of the metaphors here were elaborated  
upon in a later poem, also dedicated to H. McH.:  
see "Emigrations" on the following page. 
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EMIGRATIONS 
                             (for Heather McHugh) 
 
Shouldn't there be a word that sounds like an 
extraterrestial clearing his throat 
of human phrases, their roughness roseate,  
plush thorns that tart each normal timbre— 
And when that word's punctuated by two ears, 
can it be said to not hold all our meanings? 
 
Vocal as those envelopes one discovers 
tell-traces of tongue-blood on the flap of 
(licked too reckless—mistake it for love), 
we fail to seal shut the heart, to kissproof 
its distant alien stains: kept vigilant over 
that bouquet of papercuts, I remember 
 
a cloud installed with thumbtacks scouting 
across planet, pinning down oceans, denoting 
islands, deserts.  Borders, poured from the sky— 
We felt safe on such worlds, behind guards, 
armies braced to rebuff incursor postcards. 
Death rose to greet us with a flower in its eye. 
 
                              * 
 
But count the kisses, Catullus wrote, meaning 
to waste your time first multiply your tongue. 
Oh make that prime mistake again; repeat 
what the explorers of sea-roared corridors 
promise the coils that conch them, desperate 
to remain unsounded, sole.  All such figures 
 
are promiscuous: love is repetition 
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and layer/layer lovers disrobe; overlapping 
matteshots which hatch-depict what deepest down 
most elusive nudity.  Our stripped-off skin hurts 
to acknowledge the body is the blankest map 
onto which earth will eventually start 
 
to imprint itself dirtgrain by dirtgrain, 
mud by mire it will come to cover us entire 
with minutiae of the utter matter 
ground around us until we are its textual 
affirmation, and therefore a refutation 
of what?  The self—but if its loss is a sexual 
 
discovery, the poet has entered hell 
demanding to plumb whomever these charts 
misquote.  À la Cocteau’s torturous Orphée, 
she guides herself through fog-stellar hallways; 
every step begs to be reversed.  Their cry 
is always the same: what exquisite urge 
 
to tame all welcome-mats has portaged us 
averted, shielding our gaze from its suffice, 
to this place!  Waving an exit visa stamped 
with each other’s lips, the lovers have sailed  
beyond i.d.  But the ship sinks, no-one can build 
enough lighthouses to surround that swamp— 
 
                                    * 
 
Orpheus croaks, the frog in his larynx jokes, 
each time Euridice crumples backwards, implodes 
from sight: he is what she breaks—his grid, his husk. 
When the sperm disembowels my orgasm, he asks, 
what self-restraint it shows to commit suicide 
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in front of a mirror, knowing beauty is 
                                                                                                                 
personalized by paralysis . . . then, if the wound 
learns to probe for its own kind, flesh will never 
unvoice that loss, harvest that scar.  By harping on 
her name he hopes to gloss, to refine this epitaph. 
Meanwhile the eternal tatter of her smile flares 
fainter, firefly trying to land down a mineshaft. 
 
Fact: the frog can't see the fly if the fly sits— 
it is literally its flight obscenes the eyes, 
whereupon the long tongue zaps out, severs and appetites. 
With this in mind, perhaps the truest desire is 
blind, concealed, a phantom wandering the deep net 
of optic intersections, of pang-swerved nerves—                                    
 
lost, one of its possible fates might be starve. 
The poet traverses this labyrinth—the maze carves 
emaciations from her face.  Her way is gropes 
which somehow render aim that inner landscape 
our window (at night the white moth's easel) drapes, 
that site razed by home.  But could she place her poem 
 
if it moved her mouth with mine so they became 
one, one mouth which then looked for another 
mouth to kiss.  It first appears there are only 
two bodies here—the one you are, and the one 
you desire to unite with.  But then, beyond  
the mingle of that longed-for synthesis, we 
 
may hunger for more antitheses, further 
incarnations, until (exponentially) 
our body orbits what rapt apogee, that pure 
theory.  I believe it.  And thus to make them whole 
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your lips must be divided by these words.  She 
who utters such catharsis/communion will                                         
 
have to seed or sate whatever wing-hung thing 
we nurse in our throatpit.  Gordian gorge: 
just ingest each knot and trust—trust your intestines 
will undo it?  Orpheus or Herpheus, the poet 
cannot reduce the roughage verbiage her diet 
imposes on us since it is our emptiness, purged. 
 
                              * 
 
We who journey towards tomorrow rather than  
today walk behind a door which our arms are tired 
of holding held out in front of us, the wrists ache 
from its weight—although our knuckles come to admire 
the knob—merely on the pray-or-none chance the one 
who keys our phrase may be straying yesterday’s way. 
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THE KEEPER 
                         (for George Starbuck) 
 
while ships 
guided by his beacon glide 
safely through the fog or night 
inside he trips over 
more furniture 
bangs his head again 
on doorways 
 
the rooms 
steep and stairy 
of a lighthouse transpire 
into the brilliant air of 
salvation but 
down here 
in the black-and-white farce 
of this poem 
whenever the keeper opens a can 
of soup the blood 
from his fingers 
will indisputably fall 
on his crutches 
 
parables 
if I read Kafka right 
are always a matter of 
winning and losing 
credit and debit 
every life kept 
 
(no stanza break) 
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off those reefs or rocks makes 
these accidents occur 
this bone break 
this muscle 
tear 
 
each shipwreck he averts 
shall be showed for 
by a scar 
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GIMMIE SHELTER 
 
The thread or the theme 
That holds this tune 
Together is the same 
One that rips it open— 
 
The initial guitar 
Continues splitting 
The whole thing apart— 
It is the lightning 
 
Which Jagger complains 
Of and which he seeks 
Shelter from the rains 
Of when it breaks— 
 
We ourselves will shut 
Our deepest sills against 
His common cries but 
There is no defense 
 
To keep out that other 
One behind him twinned 
His starker brother 
Whose keening strings skein 
 
Hymns from one more 
Murderous composer 
Whose cause is war 
Who tears down our door— 
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Shelter/the home 
Is made of language— 
But music sunders the poem— 
Its rift is like a tongue 
 
Trying to compile all 
Words into one word— 
One Babel whose wall 
Falls beneath that standard— 
 
What the fuck did that flag 
Say—the opposite 
Of peace/of the page 
Is what I must write. 
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AFTER BORGES’  “TO A MINOR POET OF 1899” 
 
Who sought that sad height and that constant change 
Laboring on an extraneous verse 
Which through the dispersion of universe 
Might elect one second whose spectrum’s range 
 
Was so capricious it broke the scholar 
Caught in daily efforts to confine the eye 
Pursuant of ceruleanesques that lie 
Against each longing to fling a color 
 
As brief as my life if I am alive 
And am the one destined to undergo 
Any authorship of the words that show 
Whether such vexacious tints can survive— 
 
You must judge, ancient friend! what I’ve seen 
Or accept as real the illusion I mean. 
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COMPACT DUSK 
 
Here at the height of the day night change 
The color of the sky is uncertain, 
The sky depending in which direction   
One's eye strains, each of its swatches a strange 
 
Hue which dies too soon and which makes this hour 
Linger in the mind transient as a life, 
Whose name once known remains another 
Posied-up portrait on our palette knife. 
 
Until even I wonder if one tint 
Ever survives the harm of seeming unique 
(Evening's intrigue, time's singularity). 
 
Study for its trace, its placemap, I see  
—Redundant as a stopsign in italic— 
The face on which my profile leaves no print. 
 
 
 
Note: 
This began as a trans. of Jorge Borges’ A Un Poeta Menor de 1899, 
but ended up as a kind of homage or meditation.  (Though I think it 
still retains enough of its original aspiration to be included in this 
selection.)  
A translation or homage is always a profile compared to the fullface 
original. 
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THREE POEMS FROM MALLARME 
 
1. MY PLEA FOR SANCTUM IN THE SCULPTURE 
GARDEN OF MEDUSA 
  
A statue's first pedestal is the stone 
It was cut from out in.  Those are just words, though. 
Like: Spring!  Then death puts on the wrong clothes . . . 
Then air ruts flushed as bathtub sex, as . . . proseate? 
 
Because, that prince of an ostrich Narcissus 
His embedded-headed gaze upon his 
Twin the corpse Hamlet proposed, posing for those 
Snapshoticisms is so, so 'real-ergo-vile', less 
 
Tangent than tangible, hell. —Till I stand 
In Her garden's one among many I can only 
Torment vesanic vanities/age-of-oh orbs where 
 
Deep in the honor of my ether I soar, where 
—Passing at high mimicries through the night 
I go, all lop-worlded and alone, to kill abandon. 
 
 
Note: 
Line 8: "Exclus-en si tu commences  / Le réel parce que vil" 
—Mallarmé. 
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2.  (LET ME TAKE YOU ON A) SEA BREEZE 
  
Our flesh so tender so turnstile                           
Plus on top of that everything addressed 
To that Occupant within me are read 
Gauguin/Kerouac comes to mind.                       
 
Empty passim one more Day One passes 
The field abandoned to handstands            
Superfluous lay all waters in that gaze  
Guiles of a map guess-gestured.                   
 
I'll become a crematory prostitute      
The prom whose bra undressed my ears  
None us dispedestal that idol. 
 
Or what better yet a desert island   
Sailed to only by blind sailors who smile 
Like swans we maim our bracelets in.       
 
 
Note:  
Failed translation of Mallarmé's Brise Marine. 
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3.  THE SONNET IN ix 
 
The nube, the nude, the not—you know: the Nix—  
Her Septet of orifices? (males have six):— 
Was it massed by Master Malyoume for the fix 
The fucks.  Rape-scene: she, some defunc’-off, kicks 
 
The mirror while centaurs click centerfold pics 
Of her fingernails—each closeup mimics  
The anguish with which our pallored poet sics 
Midnights on.  Encore encore, you sexniks, 
 
Steph calls, tiptoeing away toward his sonics 
Lab, ‘The Sign in X.’  A thousand-quicksand thicks 
His step.  He’s pitbogged by all the nitpicks 
 
Critics have glitched his path with, those pricks! 
Don’t they know that stars—stars can’t hold shit wicks 
To his candle?!  (That bitch, that Nix: he sucks it: “I-icks!”) 
 
 
Note: 
Failed translation of Stéphane Mallarmé’s ‘Sonnet en yx.’   
Line 14: I-icks! (both i’s are short, as in “kiss”) is an  
onomatopoeticism that accompanies the expectoration and  
or taste of the candle’s cum.  Sort of the sound you make  
when you use your teeth to scrape it off your tongue  
ostentatiously.  But why did I end the poem this way?  Was  
I influenced by the Master’s regret, expressed in his essay  
Crise de Vers, that words lack an embodied, material, tonal  
consonance with their meanings: “Quelle déception” (he 
writes), how perverse, that the “timbres” of the word “jour” 
should be dark, while those of “nuit" are “clair.”  And yet, 
he concludes, without such “défaut des langues,” poetry 
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itself would not exist.  Assuming he’s right, then 
onomatopoeia are defective because they’re not defective.  
In Japanese, kireji—“cutting-words, used to separate or set 
off statements”—are onomatopoeic, and “have the meaning 
that lies in themselves as sounds.”  But as Hiroaki Sato notes 
(in his book, One Hundred Frogs, from which I’ve taken 
these quotes): “Bashō himself simply said, ‘Every sound 
unit is a kireji.’ ”  In any case, the faults and falls and false 
of my trans. should be clair to all. 
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AFTER THE BATTLE  (based on a translation by  
Stavros Deligiorgis of a poem by Nichita Stanescu) 
 
Upon a walnut leaf my forehead lies 
and floats downriver to the saddest part 
of day, that south where flags and boats capsize, 
where cold lakes die: I mourn my mouth, I start 
 
to press it hard on bitter bark or roots 
that lure me down.  Descending underground 
I swim in tree-sap streams, their current shoots 
an unseen enemy: my shoulders pound 
 
in rhythm motions now, I ride the wave,  
pursuing quick that shadow drowned in chase,   
that rabbit-heeled recruit who fails to save 
himself for ever, leaving me to face   
 
lees loss. . . .  Away from me it overflows  
a valley stacked with soldiers, dead in rows. 
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AFTER AN AIR OF APOLLINAIRE'S 
 
must I be reminded again 
how love is always 
followed by pain 
the days go by I remain 
 
beneath the bridge 
of our arms enclosed 
the river flows  
the days go by I remain 
 
must I be reminded again 
the river's name is Wend 
where love now always 
flows to its end 
the days go by I remain 
 
I no longer know your name 
you go by I remain 
I stay to mark what came 
to make it my tomb 
the days go by who's to blame
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AFTER BAUDELAIRE'S CAUSERIE 
 
The ocean of verse has left in my chest 
That stale ebb-tail taste of a bile blueplate— 
Its word surge bitters too gorged to digest— 
Even my critics' deaths can't renovate  
 
An appetite for this: acid reflux    
My poems have all become, which in their prime 
Fed vanity's veins and pain's glut stomachs  
Enough to fodder a second lifetime . . . 
 
My heart?  Is Heartburnsville.  Landfill palace 
Leveled ever since my fellow poets 
Chewed its dumpster pews into prose-pellets. 
 
Come share their bard-fare, their warmth and fireplace— 
Eyes blazing like a holiday barrage, 
They char my offal flesh long past garbage. 
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THE RETURN (after Follain: from Merwin/Romer)    
 
The sun has washed with white the farm that waits 
in ways for the stranger who's late to come, 
but he whose force was never sure of home 
may not even pause when faced with its gates. 
 
Clothed wholly in the mendicant's threadbare, 
his headwear the tin lid of a trashcan, 
he will know to announce himself as man 
the prodigal: Hey guys it's me!  But where 
 
the mule gnaws roots and the mare's coat burrs dark 
and the pig guards the last milk it laps at,— 
where the dog has a starred brow and the cat 
can augur storms, they have formed their own ark. 
 
Unyielding the response to him must be; 
the same it has been since edenity. 
 
 
Note: 
I worked from the Stephen Romer and W. S. Merwin 
translations of Jean Follain's original. 
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PORNOKRATES        (homage Felicien Rops) 
  
We paged through the phrase as though it were ours.                        
—The lovers in the act—those de Sade-laden hours,                        
Where, dumped out daily as ashtrays this dream                    
Some room's motel, will it burn a hole here too—                       
 
And coop us full of that till our limbs' arms                           
Chainsmoked by adrenalin, slither dour-white                             
Unepitaphed beds but.  What gargoyle jail                              
Their contortion poses (the lovers in the act                            
 
Of mailing themselves to famous crimes) if                               
(If perched on each other's tongues we fly)                             
Only by his mind these bodies thrash—                                     
 
To share this fire is, surely, a tithe entire.                            
So each of us alone unless upon our lips                                
The world forgets our name and stammers out its.            
 
 
Note: 
Title: of a work by Rops. 
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FERNAND KHNOPFF 
 
Days in the lull, gathered afternoons of it,                            
—A touch of star-decals on one's bookbag,—                           
Silence, like a vast confetti of souls, and that                        
Torporic breeze: oh how difficult                                     
 
The culling of love from our facades is.                               
Once, never to go the cling thing seemed what's                         
Sublimest.  Look at those cobwebcrobats,                                 
Skittering skyward, fingerhold, nor toe- .                              
 
Deep down (in my ugh-roots) I longed to brag                                   
My spiel shall deign define no July of these.                           
I'll fall chapter closed across your chest is all.                          
 
Now I am an atrocious expert; who answers                                   
Every question by, "It is very simple:                                    
We must listen to Beauty with frozen ears." 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
I don't understand writers who prefer "painterly"  
painters over "literary" painters.  How can I as  
a poet place Cezanne (or Monet, Matisse, etc.)  
above Khnopff, and not be disloyal to myself? 
Shouldn't we appreciate most those painters  
willing to stain their canvases with some of  
the impurities of our own art? 
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MOULDSTONEWALL 
 
By each stone bright 
in the inanimate  
light 
 
our earth discovers 
its nakedness 
is disastrous. 
 
A total wipe of the slate. 
And yet 
this lets time get set 
 
for the grass 
to amass  
its mound, endless 
 
immense wall.  Order 
gives birth to more— 
mornings ordure 
 
the moulds until  
they climb 
our decay.  Prime 
 
the sun will  
soon costume 
each size and all 
 
that waits to wear 
the dead in their 
measure. 
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The assault comes long later. 
 
It rips away 
the flesh of day, 
matter's tatter. 
 
 
 
Note: 
Transversion of an untitled poem by Claude Esteban, from his book 
Croyant Nommer (1972)— 
I worked from both the original French and the translation by Rainer 
Schulte (Mundus Artium, Vol. VII, No. 1, 1974).
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GOETHE’S WANDERERS NACHTLIED II: 4 transversions 
 
1. 
Every hill is overcome 
with peace, the trees are a dome 
down which the wind echoes 
to mass one last breath; 
the forest song has rung its close, 
bird by bird, descending— 
await your death 
no longer.  Listen: this too is ending. 
 
2. 
Over all the hilltops is peace; 
in all the treetops no breeze 
endures, merely the breath of one; 
the birds are gone, or at least 
their song has ceased.  You have your wish: 
desist, desist!  Thy will on earth be done. 
 
3. 
You can feel your breath stilling all the hills, 
and oh, what an undulant illusion! 
The birds have wrapped their wings around their bills 
and sleep: soon you too will be no one.  
 
4. 
Now peace envelops 
the hilltops 
and every tree’s summit 
seems to submit 
its final breath to the pall 
and harshly over-all 
hushing of even  
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the baby birds’ calls when 
you, you and your haste, come near— 
Beware: your place is here. 
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(MURAL) (MONDO) (NULFRESCO) 
 
In Shakespeare's Last Supper the 
disciples (you, me, all of us here) 
are depicted seated alongside where 
He stands at mid-table and grins 
down like an MC at our expressions— 
are we shown, the goblets gleaming,  
gloating as they goad us on to toast 
the centrality of this spokesperson, 
the notional character whereby 
everyone has been sketched vis-à-vis 
the honoree we can only eulogize, 
dependent as we are on His 
moodswings.  Astonished, confused 
by the ultra ups and downs of manic 
means, now we watch, we lean, we pout 
(the whole propitiatory repertoire) 
worried about our survival, inert 
(like a frozen rictus facing its fate) 
unless depression drafts and draws 
us forth the extempore pose, myth,  
puppetary projection, limned mobilary 
mosaic that apes some drab-escapist 
syndrome, imagination.  Which is why 
each evening we pray for a chance 
to cross the ditch-penny distances 
between the footlights and the fear,  
vowing to allow each guise of role 
to kill us, to raise us from the dust, to 
guide us like magi toward summons, 
obediently steered by the stock star 
the marquee, believing our need—   
such faith could pass those deserts 
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of farce to find this upper room. 
Sensing the inn beneath us seethe 
with indifference with doubt, we 
concentrate harder on His remarks 
and jokes, trying to make up for all 
the audiences who've failed this test. 
Never quite reassured by any overt  
wink of His assessing eyes into  
our ranks (are any of us missing— 
was castcall taken?), we keen forward, 
eager for our cues, nervous knowing  
that if there is error here, at a signal  
the maitre d'  will find replacements 
for this testimonial "Eucha-Roast" 
from the rabble stabled downstairs  
where the tavern yawns into its beer. 
Life is rescue from such anonymity.  
Their situation is death, is subject— 
those groundlings can never guess 
how much it crowns to end up here, 
costume-chosen, endowed by makeup 
with certitude, form, identity— 
Who wouldn't be jealous to know 
just how blessed we fictions are!   
And yet every member of our  
Dramatis Personae wonders if s/he 
got jotted into life as whimsically  
as Emperors choose sacrificial 
victims, as any Divine Ruler or 
Hollywood Player and whether 
with a fingerflick Hamlet Portia Timon 
erased, gone, again.  This banquet— 
how many have we attended like it? 
Daily we wait like napkins to get 
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opened, held to the face like a mask, 
stained and used then tossed aside 
like paper towels, paper disposables, 
paper identities (similies/metaphors)— 
like the paper whose headlines fade  
around our names/our fame.  Our bits 
done, our pieces recited, oh it's bits 
alright, it's pieces it crumbles into, 
and yet how avowingly we cry, foils 
corrupted by one front-row cough. 
Exit as trash, as avid kleenex exiled 
in a breath to the canteen of lost 
turns, the greenroom of oblivion. 
Now if there were respite in such  
neglect, a grace period with no need  
to perform, but both in the wings and  
on one's caught, regardless of what's  
true.  Far, near, (hall or gallery) that  
mendicant theater is pursuant always,  
lugging and luring its wares: 
wherever we are, wherever here is  
is also an entrance, a set of false steps,  
(bright-lit pratfall-pit) a trap for fools,  
a stooges' cage, every scrim and apron 
prinked with sham, props, champagne 
buckets doffing their caps in fealty— 
Even the proscenium's subservient 
arch bows and begs a platform for 
actors trumpeting loft-aired routines,  
voluminous effusions or, what's worse, 
kingly-haired creatures washing  
the feet of their inferiors, sudsy 
obsequious declamatory eruptions 
filled with the rehearsed lava of 
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bold slaves, the bald brimmings 
of an improperly-public humility  
(unlike the servant who never spills  
his waiting master's entree except 
in the pantry when there is no-one  
to witness his extravagant remorse)— 
All these openly-imploring apertures, 
these theme-cut bubblings-up, paeans, 
(akin to lame critics' acclamations) 
would crack like a laughtrack at 
that imposture, that pastiche, applause: 
who'd pity these pathetic devotees,  
advocates haunted by nothingness, 
by that same humanhood to whom 
white placecards validate each plate. 
Who sat us here?  (Athwart this portrait 
the descending order of our dinner  
ranks auditions more disdain, 
every hors d'oeuvre daubed with scorn)— 
In our state, our omnipresence, 
to which can we aspire?  Sometimes  
we think: if only there were Someone  
somewhere, somehow, though of course 
that's impossible: Someone outside  
this frame—an absent self, a spectator  
vivid at duress, who can feel  
the real joy and pain we mime— 
who sees the sun setting out there now,  
the approach of a nighttime unlike 
our curtain: Someone who lacks  
the judas window wherein we acolytes 
recognize ourselves, the betrayal 
portal we have all portrayed so 
plausibly it has at last retained us, 
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replaced us with stainedglass.  
(Through which, on rare occasions, 
that said Someone fills us with light, 
illuminates us.)—Overcome, undone, 
we feel ourselves vanish, we dwindle 
to a painted panel.  We fade, we die. 
His stasis renders us too slenderly.  
Or is this endless attendance 
the promised purgation, the shedding  
of every emotion, every weight?               
Is it gain, this loss, this usurped, 
staged starving, this repast-of-reruns  
upon a menu whose full-promised  
delicacies remain a manna dream, 
backdrop glamour (milk-and-honey) 
a feastless Eden, a heaven hunger's 
expelled whole from.  Why aren't we 
at home here, in this plenty, this 
supernal supper—why this finicky 
desire to avoid the silverware, the knife  
paler (because it reflects us) than 
the poor fork that renews whose flesh 
and encores veins across each dish  
until its unction-urged tines impale 
spearlike and nail the cacodaemon 
that shall huzzah hail our Hostmaster . . . 
See: the chair He occupied is empty— 
expecting the miracle or bloodcrime  
through which all of us must assume 
His part, the mummers-meal, the sealed 
communion.  Bard bread, scene wine, 
unyield your transubstantiations: 
beyond that superceded throne 
lies the utter ubiquity of the known. 
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And so, viva, bravo, boffo, olé, 
so each paraclete's performance moves us. 
Cheers! echoes the pledge, promiscuous 
each voice ID's the oath.  The mic 
on the dais quivers, shook by our cry, 
sole intercessor of this ceremony. 
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AFTERWORD: Re my "Transversions"  
 
* 
"Daniel Weissbort tells the story of [Ted] Hughes taking 
another poet's translation of a work by the Hungarian Ferenc 
Juhasz and, without any knowledge of the original language 
and no Hungarian speaker to advise him, turning that 
version into a thrilling poem that drives the existing versions 
off the map."  —Clive Wilmer, TLS, June 1/07.  
 
* 
Like Hughes in the case of Juhasz, my transversions here are 
based not on the original, but on translations.   
 
But of course these parlor pastiches will hardly "drive the 
existing versions off the map."—  Nor is that their aim, 
really: they're exercises, the way painters and composers 
attempt "variations." 
 
Usually, with each, I would read as many translations as I 
could find and then fashion my parasitical paraversion from 
the interplay of their varying words. 
 
* 
I know no other language than my own, and that barely. 
 
In other words, I'm not qualified to write these poems which 
means they're the same as all my other poems which I wasn't 
qualified to write either. 
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